Close enough. Different enough

Your definitive guide to the South of Belgium
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In 2017 the Belgian Tourist Office – Brussels
& Wallonia becomes the Belgian Tourist Office Wallonia, focusing solely on the promotion of
Wallonia, in Southern Belgium.

In our latest magazine we introduce you to a few
Walloons who helped shape the Belgium of today,
as well as some of its famous artists.
Wallonia also boasts some of the finest food in
Europe, and in 2017 the destination will be highlighting
the diversity of its unique gastronomy, wines, cheeses
and beers with a number of new routes and initiatives.

The mainly French-speaking region of Wallonia is
one of the most unspoilt areas of Belgium. With its
breath-taking landscapes, picturesque cities and
towns, fascinating heritage, wonderful chateaux and
gardens, colourful year-round festivals and carnivals,
first-rate spa centres and golf courses, exhilarating
family and outdoor activities, and easily accessible
from the UK - by Eurostar, plane, and under 2 hours’
drive from Calais- it is the perfect destination for
short breaks or long weekends away.

We hope you enjoy reading the latest version of
our magazine. Further copies can be obtained by
contacting us on 020 7531 0390 or emailing us at
info@belgium-tourism.co.uk , or from our website
www.belgium-tourism.co.uk
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Nothing as tasty as Belgian Fries
© WBT-Jeanmart

Food for Thought

Belgian Owl Whisky
© WBT - Emmanuel Mathez

John Brunton comes up with ten fascinating foodie
facts about the South of Belgium
FRENCH FRIES ARE
ACTUALLY BELGIAN FRIES
Although Les Français will undoubtedly
dispute this, there is a strong case to be
made that Belgian’s national dish, ‘les
frites’, was given the name ‘French Fries’
by American servicemen when they
arrived in Belgium at the end of the First
World War. Whatever the truth, you won’t
find better chips anywhere in the world,
cooked to crispy perfection following the
traditional recipe of double frying in beef
fat. Just don’t expect to find vinegar at a
Belgian chippy as everyone here dips their
frites into a creamy sauce. Traditionally this
is mayonnaise, but now you’ll see a dozen
different bottles on display, ranging from
curry ketchup, bèarnaise or cocktail to the
exotic samourai or andalouse.
LE CREUSET WAS
INVENTED BY BELGIANS
Food-lovers the world over take pride
in their collection of cast-iron cooking
pots and pans that bear the renowned
Le Creuset label, one of the symbols of
French haute-cuisine. But although these
iconic porcelain-enamelled cocottes have

been produced in the same foundries in
France for over 80 years, the origin of
this idea was thought up by two Belgian
industrialists, Armand Desaegher (a
casting specialist) and Octave Aubecq
(an enamelling specialist), who chose to
build their foundry across the border in
Fresnoy-le-Grand simply because it was on
a strategic crossroads for transporating the
raw materials needed for the enamelling.
BELGIUM PRODUCES ITS
OWN WINE AND SPIRITS
Although everyone may associate Belgium
with beer, it can come as a big surprise
that the country also has its own vineyards
producing wine and distilleries that make
a very respectable bottle of whisky. And
most French people would have a heart
attack to discover that Pommery, one of
the great Champagne houses, is Belgian
owned too. The Owl Distillery near Liège
is the brainchild of Etienne Bouillon, who
studied whisky in Scotland, grew his own
barley in Belgium, and now distils a range
of single and pure malts. Grapes were
grown to make wine in Belgium since the
Middle Ages, with most towns boasting
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vineyards around their city walls. Lovers
of bubbly can even try the dry, sparkling
Crémant de Wallonie.
BELGIUM BOASTS SOME
BRILLIANT CHEESES
Herve may sounds like someone’s name,
but it is also what Belgium’s most pungent
cheese is called. And the Herve, made in
the village of Herve from unpasteurized
cow’s milk then aged in humid caves,
is just the tip of Belgium’s surprising
selection of more than 500 different
cheeses. Particularly in Wallonia, cheeses
are linked with the Abbey’s that make
beer, so in any ‘fromagerie’ you’ll see the
distinctive cheeses like Abbaye de Chimay,
Abbaye d’Orval, Avesnois à la Trappiste
and Bouquet des Moines.
SPA MINERAL WATER COMES FROM THE
TOWN OF SPA IN BELGIUM
Formula One enthusiasts will know the
Walloon town of Spa as home to one of
the most famous Grand Prix circuits. But
its real claim to fame is giving the world
a generic term for healthy natural spring
water. People have been taking the

Spa Water
© WBT - Ricardo de la Riva
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Shop selling the famous Ardennes ham
© WBT - Bernard Boccara

Endives at a Belgian market
© WBT - Nick Haslam

waters from the town’s hot springs here
since the Middle Ages, and any destination
that boasts a natural water source, from
Vichy in France to San Pellegrino in Italy,
now calls itself a ‘spa town’. But the bottled
mineral water in the distinctive Spa bottle
that you can buy in UK supermarkets is
the only one to come from this uniquely
Southern Belgian watering-hole.
JAMBON D’ARDENNES IS AS DELICIOUS
AS PARMA HAM OR JAMON SERRANO
Every country in Europe is particularly
proud of its very own smoked ham, be
it the ‘prosciutto’ of Italy from Parma or
San Daniele, France’s rustic jambon from
the volcanic mountains of the Auvergne,
Bavaria’s smoky Black Forest variety, or the
terrifically expensive Pata Negra variety of
Jamon Serrano. Well Belgians are equally
proud of their own delicious ham, made in
the wild forests of the Ardennes, following
an ancient tradition which sees the pork
salted by either dry rubbing or immersed
in brine, then wood smoked and aged
depending on the cut.

BELGIUM HAS SOME OF THE WORLD’S
STRANGEST-NAMED DISHES
While London has its pubs and Paris its
bistrots, Belgiums boast wonderful old
fashioned bars known as ‘estaminets’.
While the beers have some of the oddest
names - imagine ordering a glass of
‘golden snail’, the Caracole Ambrée, or
a ‘piggy beer’, Bière Cochonne. Some of
the traditional bar snacks are even more
strange. It turns out that ‘oiseaux sans
tête’, birds without a head, are actually
stuffed veal paupiettes, while ‘langues
de chat’, cat’s tongues, are a delicious
chocolate in the image of one of Belgium’s
favourite cartoon characters - Le Chat.
BELGIAN ENDIVES ARE
A NATIONAL DISH
Belgian cuisine features a colourful variety
of healthy, seasonal vegetables, with most
organic crops coming from farms in the
Walloon part of the country. While local
gourmet chefs would probably choose
asparagus as their favourite product it
is the humble endive, known locally as
‘chicon’, that ends up most on people’s
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dining table, and in other countries around
the world, this unique root is actually
known as Belgian Endive. In summer it is
the perfect raw ingredient to make a salad
fresh and crunchy, while in winter, slowly
braised in beer, the endive is the ideal
accompaniment for meat, poultry
and game.
BELGIUM IS FAMOUS FOR ITS SNAILS
Coming essentially from the Walloon
region around Namur, Belgium’s ‘petit-gris’
snails are a more subtle gourmet product
than the more well-known ‘escargots de
Bourgogne’. Most French restaurant-goers
are not even aware that their plump snails
oozing in garlic butter are most probably
imported from Albania or Greece, but at
least if the menu here lists ‘petit-gris de
Namur’ you can be sure where they have
been raised. Rather than being served
in their shells, the petit-gris are used in
traditional recipes, served as the creamy
filling of a vol-au-vent puff pastry.

THE BEST WAFFLES COME FROM LIÈGE
On any street in Belgium you can’t miss tiny stalls or hole-in-the-wall stores selling melt-in-themouth waffles smothered with powdered sugar, or with anything from whipped cream to hot
chocolate or honey. If there isn’t a queue outside you’ll still smell the irresistible aroma wafting
up from the old-fashioned iron griddle. Waffles have been around since the Middle Ages, and
are now enjoyed all over the world, but connoisseurs will tell you that the king of waffles is the
one invented in the 18th century in the Walloon town of Liège,
a sweeter, richer variety, topped with crunchy, caramelized sugar.
Just don’t think of how many calories there are in each one!

Delicious Liège waffles © WBT-J.P.Remy
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Benoit Van den Barnden
© www.cuisinemoi.be

Sang Hoon Degeimbre
© http://airdutemps.be

Ludovic Vanackere
© www.atelierdebossime.be

Generation Game
John Brunton meets the chefs behind the W Food Festival,
a major new foodie event in the capital of Wallonia.
The Generation W movement of chefs
set out 3 years ago to promote the
unique qualities of Wallonia’s chefs, their
cuisine and the ingredients they use
from the region’s food suppliers. From
1-3 July 2017, the ancient hillside fortress
will be transformed into an epicurean
feast featuring cooking demonstrations
and tastings, workshops for kids and
adults, picnics and gala dinners, all
showcasing the best of Wallonia’s
surprising gastronomy. What will make
the event really unique is that the stars
of the show will not just be the region’s
stellar brigade of gourmet chefs, but
farmers and food producers, sommeliers
presenting wines and craft ale experts
from artisan microbreweries, plus local
artists and musicians. Festival organiser
Samuel Hertay explains that, “we want all
kinds of people to come to the festival and
to benefit from a ‘proximity’ to both great
chefs and the region’s wonderful food
producers - cheese makers, vegetable

growers, mushroom collectors, farmers
breeding cows, sheep goats - and
get all of them to talk about their daily
experiences. Our aim is that it should be
totally non-elitist, attracting an audience
that can be individual foodies or families.
The atmosphere will be fun and relaxed,
so hopefully we will break down the
barriers between the chef, the producers
and the consumers. We certainly don’t
want the chef bringing complex prepared
dishes with him but rather to cook live in
front of the audience so they can discover
all the aspects of Walloon cuisine that I
suspect many do not know existed.”

This may be the first edition of the W
Festival, but it has already been decided
that each annual edition will put the
spotlight on one of Wallonia’s star products
- a sort of foodie guest of honour - and
for 2017 it will be quite simply the ultimate
symbol of Belgium - beer. All over Wallonia
today there is a renaissance of an artisan
craft beer industry, with micro-breweries
opening up all over, chefs adding different
kinds of ales to their recipes, and the
new concept of ‘beer pairing’ to
demonstrate that many dishes are just
as well accompanied by a glass of beer
as a glass of wine.

The Festival will be marked by a playful
Gastro-Trail of tents where visitors can
taste dishes and the basic raw ingredients,
chat to the chefs and the people who
toil out in the fields, while inside the
main Citadel building there will be
more complex masterclasses for what
the organisers have dubbed ‘fooders’ passionate food lovers.

For the ten chefs that founded Generation
W in 2013, the Festival will be the
culmination of a long, concerted effort
to highlight Walloon cuisine. They have
already published a stunning cookbook,
‘Une Terre, des Hommes & des Recettes’
- A Land, Men and Recipes where the
humble cultivators are just as much
the stars as the celebrated chefs. The
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Streets in the pretty centre of Namur
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Atelier de Bossimé
© www.atelierdebossime.be

movement has grown to 26 chefs today,
together with 130 associated food
suppliers, and the third day of the Festival,
dedicated to professionals from the
food business, will also feature the
first International Congress of the
Generation W.
One of the leading lights and founding
members of Generation W is the
charismatic Sang Hoon Degeimbre, who
directs the kitchens of his two star Michelin
restaurant, Air du Temps, in the middle
of the Walloon countryside in Liernu, as
well as San, a fashionable fusion eatery
right in the centre of Brussels. He recalls
how they decided to form Generation W,
“because the food world talks a lot about
Belgium cuisine but I had the impression
it was always about what was happening
in Flanders. Chefs in Wallonia have always
been much more low profile, more humble,
and I thought it really was time to start
something to put our cuisine and our
amazing producers on the gastronomic
map. While the Flemish chefs have been
very single-minded in their promotion, first
with Flemish Primitives movement and now
the Flemish Foodies, I get the impression
that it has all been as if they follow the
same line, like a charter. Here in Wallonia
it is just the opposite as we celebrate
our diversity. No two chefs are the same,
diners are always surprised when they try

different restaurants, no one follows trends
or fads. And one of the big reasons for this
is that Wallonia has such a cornucopia of
quality food suppliers. Today I, and all my
Walloon colleagues are looking for what I
would call a Contemporary Terroir cuisine.
Traditional cuisine will not continue to exist
if it does not adapt to modernity, otherwise
it dies. So we try and use modern cooking
techniques, which can mean sometimes
incorporating molecular, with old-fashioned
terroir recipes. This has meant that in
recent times, we have seen an initial
revolution of new techniques, symbolized
by Feran Adria, then a second revolution of
the product, led by Noma and its foraging,
and now, here in Wallonia, we are looking
at the third revolution, the emotional,
human aspect of cooking. In this, the chef
oversees a triangle of technique, product
and the human factor. It means he has to
keep his staff happy, while always being
strict to ensure that standards remain at
the highest level - not like the old days of
tyrant chefs where everyone from cooks to
dishwashers trembled in the kitchen.”

first Food Festival, we finally have the
chance to show the world that Wallonia
is a real gastronomic force. Although we
are all in this project together, each of
us cooks very differently. I am the son
of a farmer and what interests me is the
basic ingredient, the purity. I already
have a 3 hectare vegetable garden, will
soon be raising trout in a fish farm, and
have started a laboratory workshop for
preserving and pickling vegetables and
fruits. And I work very closely with all my
suppliers, like a local cheesemaker who
has created a cheese that is exclusively for
my restaurant, or a neighbouring farmer
who grows incredible mushrooms in what
was once an old paper mill. These are
the influences that create my cuisine, but
we are all diverse in Wallonia because
another of the Generation chefs might be
influenced by his roots in North African
cuisine, one may have a restaurant where
there are local hunters who bring in wild
game in season, or someone like Sang,
who enjoys putting to use his knowledge
of Asian spices.”

Sang’s philosophy behind Generation
W is developed further by one of the
movements youngest chefs, the freshfaced Ludovic Vanackere, from the
restaurant Atelier de Bossimé, just outside
Namur. He forcefully insists that “I feel
today that with the approach of our

Visitors to the W Food Festival should also
not miss the chance to fully explore the
event’s unique setting, Namur’s immense
Citadel, one of the largest fortresses in
Europe. Dating back to the Middle Ages,
visitors can follow an underground tour
of the Citadel’s subterranean defences,
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Namur’s Citadel at night ©WBT-AnibalTrejo

then walk out onto the high ramparts that
offer breath-taking views over the city,
the meandering Meuse river and the thick
forests of the Ardennes. These massive
17th century fortifications, that literally
dwarf the city below, were the work of
the legendary French engineer Vauban,
the military genius behind the successful
campaigns of Louis XIV, and formed an
integral part of Namur’s defence during
both the First and Second World Wars.
Today, though, the soldiers are long
gone, and the Citadel is one huge park,
a paradise for kids and families, and a
venue for concerts and exhibitions. Down
in Namur, home of the Walloon parliament,
the picturesque medieval city is a foodie
destination all on its own. On the ancient
Place du Marché-aux-Legumes, there may

no longer be a fruit and vegetable market,
but locals and tourists alike are sitting out
under shady trees at the dozens of bistros
and cafés that line the square. Choose
between the modern designer Vinomania
bar, perfect for tasting genuine Belgian
wines grown in vineyards just outside
Namur, or grab a table at a café that dates
back to 1606, the Ratin Tot, specialising in
local craft ales brewed in Walloon abbeys
like Chimay. Nearby foodie treats to check
out include the irresistible deli, Maison
Saint-Aubin, stocked with local specialities
like wild boar sausage, delicious smoked
ham from the Ardennes, and cheeses
like Cochon’nez, Abbaye de Floreffe and
the pungent Herve. And no one can
resist the exquisite ‘truffes’, ‘pralines’
and ‘macarons’ of Namur’s best chocolate
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shop, Galler, whose owner, Jean Galler,
also makes his own wine. The city boasts
a surprising variety of restaurants, from
the funky organic A Table to the romantic
neo-bistrot, La Petite Fugue whose chef
conjures up dishes like plump free-range
chicken stuffed with Namur’s famous ‘petit
gris’ snails. For an unforgettable evening
of classic haute-gastronomy the perfect
place is the elegant dining room of
L’Espièglerie, while for more innovative
dishes like turbot served on a tartare of
pigs trotter or deboned quail with a chorizo
risotto created by the Michelin-starred
chef, Benoit Van den Barnden, reserve
a table well in advance at his intimate
Cuisinémoi restaurant.

elderflower cordials,’ says Agache, ‘and I
thought why not do the same with a beer?
I can only brew it for three weeks of the
year between May and June. It is different
from other saisons because it is done
seasonally, which in my opinion is what a
saison is.’
In the glass, Saison Cazeau has a
refreshing nose with definite notes of
elderflower coming through; the mouth feel
is creamy and joined by more elderflower
fruitiness and a sharp finish. This is truly
a beer to welcome summer with. The
brewery also produces several other beers,
including Tournay Noire, a gorgeous dark
beer with a smooth, slightly oily caramel
mouthful with vanilla, mocha coffee, milk
chocolate held together in one luxurious
embrace. Every year, de Cazeau opens
its doors for a weekend of tasting and
tours — as it is based in an old farm full of
artefacts and relics of the former brewery
this is a visit well worth undertaking (check
website for details). They also accept group
bookings. Otherwise, Cazeau’s beers can
be found in specialist beer bars or bought
to bring home from Le Moine Austère in
nearby Tournai.

Brasserie De Labbaye Des Rocs © WBT-EmmanuelMathez

Seasonal Beers of Wallonia

Wallonia is also home to three of the six
Trappist breweries that exist in Belgium:
Chimay, Rochefort and Orval. The name
alone gives a clue to the beers: these
breweries, which are sited at religious
institutions, are only entitled to carry the

Trappist appellation if the Cistercian monks
either do the brewing or have a hand in
running the brewery (many eschew the
brewing these days but keep an eye on
things). Most Trappist breweries have at
least three beers, but Orval is legendary
amongst connoisseurs for just producing
one (though the monks get a Petite Orval
for their daily bread). The brew-house
can be found in a large stone church-like
structure standing on the corner of the
road that runs round Abbaye D’Orval; the
whole site is situated in a heavily wooded
area of the Gaume in southern Wallonia.
The abbey itself is a cloistered and calm
place and was built in the 1920s; it’s a
massive monument to Art Deco overlooked
by an imposing statue of the Virgin Mary.
The original abbey was destroyed in the
French Revolution and not rebuilt until after
World War One — both ruins and modern
abbey stand next to each other, a monastic
display of the Christian belief in the
resurrection perhaps. The whole complex
seems to offer a hideaway from the world
in a most tranquil place.
Tours to the brewery are not offered (there
is an annual open house weekend instead,
check website for details) though visitors
can stroll through the tranquil ruins of the
old abbey and get a glimpse at those who
come to the Abbaye D’Orval for rest and
contemplation (peep through the holes
in the wall and watch people stand and
move as if on a chess board). Afterwards,

with soul refreshed, it’s time to stroll over
to the newly renovated A l’Ange Gardien,
a bar/restaurant that acts as the Orval tap.
Here, enjoy a glass of Orval poured into its
signature chalice glass and peruse a plate
of cheese also produced by the monks.
Orval is a deep amber orange brew with an
earthy and peppery nose underpinned by
rich orange peel notes; there is a creamy
mouth feel with snappy carbonation and
flurries of sour and citrusy notes, followed
by a bitter spicy finish. The bottle’s label
says 6.2%, but as it is bottle-conditioned
it is said that it can often climb as high as
7% within a few months. Someone once
said that beer is proof that God loves us —
Orval might just be that proof.
Wallonia cannot be visited without a trip to
the Ardennes. These dark and mysterious
woodlands (where Hitler surprised the
Allies in 1944) are also home to a group
of mischievous red-capped gnomes and
elves that appear on the bottle labels of
the Brasserie D’Achouffe (they are regular
characters in the myths and legends of the
Ardennes). In the village of the same name
Brasserie D’Achouffe has made its home
since 1982; hidden away off the main road,
at the bottom of a small valley that can get
quite cold even in the middle of August.
The brewery building has an alpine style
aesthetic and beer tourism is big here.
Turn up, book a ticket (make sure you get
the English tour) and follow the crowd to
discover the truth about La Chouffe,

Adrian Tierney-Jones shares some of his favourite Walloon beers
In the provinces of Wallonia, beer weaves
its spell in many ways. Take the province
of Hainaut. This is gorgeous countryside:
a landscape of flat fields upon which
cattle graze and stalks of ripening corn
and sheaves of wheat wave in the gentle
breeze. Farmhouses dot the landscape,
places where farm-workers once gathered
in the hay, working up a thirst, which a
bottle or two of the home-brewed saison
would quench. This local beer tended to
be light in colour, low in alcohol, and high
in hops. In the years leading up to World
War II, these saisons were produced
towards the end of the brewing season
and fermented in wooden barrels. They
possessed a marked bitterness, used
no added sugar and were exceedingly
refreshing.
In the post war years, saisons became
stronger and started to be more
commercial; perhaps they were cleaned
up for the larger market. Most modern
saisons start at a robust 5.5% and continue
upwards. It’s a style of beer that only a few

brewers make, most of who are in Wallonia
(British and US brewers are starting to
have a go as well). One of the star saison
performers is Brasserie Dupont, based in
the village of Tourpes. Its Saison Dupont
(6.5%) defines the beer style for many:
dry and restrained in sweetness, with
a nose boosted by a resiny hoppiness.
‘Saison Dupont is brewed the way it was
20 years ago,’ says Managing Director
Olivier Dedeycker. His family has owned
this brewery since 1920, when they bought
the farm that came with a traditional
brewery. The farm has long since merged
into the brewery. Dupont also makes its
own cheese and bread and its beers (plus
the cheese) can be studied in detail at
Les Caves Dupont opposite the brewery.
Brewery tours also take place once a
month on Saturdays and these can be
booked through the bar.
Other Walloon breweries noted for their
saisons include the wonderfully named
Brasserie de Silly in the Hainaut village
of the same name and Brasserie des
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Blaugies at Dour, which is a stone’s throw
from the French border (it also has a good
restaurant that serves robust portions of
grilled meat with the brewery’s beers).
Then there is Brasserie de Cazeau, which
can be found in old farm buildings again
not far from the French border. The latter’s
saison is one in the old sense of the word
(ie seasonal), in that it is only produced at
a certain time of the year. This is because
elderflowers are used to flavour it and
these are only out in the summer (they are
picked within sight of the brewery as well,
which gives the beer a wonderful sense
of place). Laurent Agache is the current
brewery owner but beer was first made
on the site from 1753 until the First World
War, which wrought so much devastation
in the area (the brewery’s equipment was
requisitioned by the German invaders
for making munitions). The brewery was
restarted in the 1920s and lasted until
1969 when Agache’s father decided it
could not compete against the mass of
cheap lagers that Belgian breweries were
making at the time. ‘My father produces

Orval Abbey © OPT-Jean-Luc Flemal
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a blonde big hitter of a beer with plenty of
fruity (melon? ripe banana?), aniseed and
spicy notes on the palate. Other beers to
be savoured include the dark, sweetish
McChouffe and the winter warming barley
wine N’ice, a rarely sighted beer that is
meant to be enjoyed by the fireside with
the wind howling and the rain coming
down like hail on a winter’s night. No doubt
the elves and gnomes enjoy a glass of it
on such a night.

THREE OTHER
RECOMMENDED
WALLOON BEERS

Brasserie de l’Abbaye des Rocs
Small secular brewery in Hainaut that
produces a powerful 9% dark beer, but for
something lighter try its luscious wheat
beer Blanche des Honnelles (6%) with its
creamy mouth feel and long dry finish
(www.abbaye-des-rocs.com)
Brasserie Artisanale de Rulles Sparky
brewery based in the quiet village of Rulles
in the province of Luxembourg; La Rulles
Triple (8.4%) is fruity with hints of banana,
warming alcohol, plus a biscuity dryness
and a whisper of spiciness in the finish
(www.larulles.be)
Brasserie St-Feuillien Founded in 1873
in the Hainaut village of Le Roeuix, this
brewery produces an award-winning
Saison (6.5%) that has peppery, clovey,
bubblegum and lemon zest notes on
the palate. (www.st-feuillien.com)

Clos Bois Marie
© WBT - John Brunton

Travelling the Liege
Wine Route

John Brunton follows the latest
wine route to open in Wallonia

Belgium is a country known throughout the
world for its beer and chocolate, but today
it is the latest destination to attract wine
tourists with the opening of a brand new
Wine Route. It can come as something of
a surprise to learn that history books
record that as far back as 815, vineyards
were growing on the slopes of the Citadel
of the city of Liège, cultivated by monks
for use during religious ceremonies. By
the Middle Ages, both banks of the river
Meuse were covered with vines, most of
it for local consumption because wine was
quite simply the most hygienic, healthy
beverage, as water was far too dangerous
in comparison, which explains why in the
famous paintings of artists like Brueghel
there are always images of even children
clutching mugs of wine. There is no one
single reason for the decline of Belgium’s
wine making industry, though contributing
factors include a marked global cooling a mini ice age - around the 16th century,
reports of first Louis XIV, and then
Napoleon, uprooting Belgian vineyards to
protect the interests of French vignerons,
while the final death knell ultimately came

Inside the brewery at Orval
© WBT - David Samyn
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with the ruthless competition provided
by the growth of breweries, with beer first
being called ‘vin d’orge‘ or Barley Wine.
Today, Belgium is officially the world’s
smallest wine producing country with
some 185 hectares under cultivation. But
what it lacks in size is certainly makes up
for with an incredible passion, especially
the dozens of artisan vignerons making
wine all around Wallonia. And their latest
initiative, brings us back to the city of
Liège and its surrounding region with
the opening of the Liège Wine Route,
the perfect opportunity for travellers,
wine and food lovers, to meet friendly,
enthusiastic vignerons, taste their
surprising wines, while at the same time
discovering hidden corners of the beautiful
Walloon countryside; its chateaux and
abbeys, medieval villages and cheese
farms. A total of 19 professional and
amateur winemakers have signed up their
vineyards for the Route, with the possibility
to taste a wide variety of reds and whites,
chilled rosé, bubbly sparkling and luscious
dessert wines. Apart from classic tastings,
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some offer the chance to book for lunch
or a picnic, while others invite visitors to
join them during the grape harvest. Each
winemaker has his own fascinating history
to relate. Here are half-a-dozen diverse
wineries to track down.
LES VINS DE CELIANDRE
Chemin du Larron, Flémalle,
tel: +32 471 803341 www.celiandre.be
Be prepared to call for directions when
visiting Céliandre as even the best GPS
system gives up while navigating through
the maze of steep winding lanes that
eventually come out at this tiny vineyard
surrounded by meadows and thick forests.
The vines were planted over 20 years
ago, and the present owners, a charming
young Italo-Walloon couple, Angelo and
Emmanuelle Buccoleri, took over in 2014.
Angelo may have been born and bred
in Belgium but his roots run far back to
the family home in Sicily. “I grew up with
winemaking as my father brought over
each year 2-300 kilos of grapes to make
his own wine here in Belgium - ‘il vino del
contadino’, peasant’s wine, you could call

“I intend to see which ones produce the
best results and then concentrate on them.
I really have dreams for these wines in
the future. I love Chardonnay but doubt
if I can do something different that has
never been done before, so my long term
ambition is to create a blend of the five
great grape varieties from the world of
French wine - Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinot
Noir, Cabernet Franc, Syrah, Merlot - and
see what kind of result that creates.”
LA CLOSERIE DES PREBENDIERS
Thier des Malades 16, Huy,
tel: +32 85 211223

Grapes at Céliandre
© WBT - John Brunton

it. And when we decided to embark on
this adventure to cultivate a vineyard, he
could not have been more encouraging,
always giving me advice. For the moment
this is just a weekend occupation in
addition to my job as an electrician in the
steel works down at the bottom of the
valley - but it is so wonderful to get out of
the factory and to come out here in this
beautiful landscape and make my own
wine. And with the new Wine Route we
can welcome visitors at the weekend when
we propose not just tastings but a buffet
dinner in the cellar.” Angelo took over a
vineyard that encompasses both traditional
Chardonnay and Pinot Gris as well the
Interspecific grapes, Regent and Solaris.
Although going totally organic is not an
option with the rainy climate, he keeps
the use of chemicals to a minimum -weeds
are left to grow wild in between the vines and the robust Regent Rose, which
requires virtually no treatments, certainly
tastes delicious and refreshing on a hot
summer day.
CLOS DE LA BUISSIERE
Chemin de la Buissière, Huy,
tel: +32 471 076776
From the sunny garden of Jean-Marie
Seba’s hillside house it is as if you can
almost reach out and touch the medieval
fortress and slate roofs of the ancient town
of Huy down below. Jean-Marie proudly
declares to travellers on the Wine Route
stopping off for a tasting that his family
have been living here since at least 1600,
when the whole region was covered
with vineyards. This impassioned retired
microbiologist is a mine of information
about the history of wine making here

and can suggest several other tiny
neighbouring vineyards to visit. He has
made the somewhat eccentric choice of
planting pretty much every single grape
variety from France’s Alsace region, from
Pinot Noir to Gewurztraminer, Riesling
to Muller-Thurgau. But don’t expect to
taste half-a-dozen wines as Jean-Marie
blends them all together to produce a
single vintage. Like nearly all the vineyards
in this region, at the time of harvesting,
visitors should not be surprised to see the
precious vines covered with distinctive
royal blue netting. It turns out that there is
a serious problem here with the common
blackbird who adores juicy grapes
and who can wipe out a whole year’s
production in a day if not kept back by a
combination of nets, floating scarecrows,
balloons and a high-pitched shriek that
regularly goes off frightening Wine Trail
enthusiasts as much as the birds.
DOMAINE SEPTEM TRIONES
Rue des Anglais 30c, Chaudfontaine,
tel: +32 494 907550
www.septemtriones.be
Just outside the idyllic village of
Chaudfontaine, a quiet country lane
meanders past a group of ancient stone
cottages, one of which houses the
idealistic cellar of one of Wallonia’s more
celebrated wine makers. A few minutes’
walk from the cellar lies the vineyard
Septem Triones, the labour of love of
Jean Galler, no normal artisan winemaker
but better known around the world as one
of the Kings of Belgian chocolate. Galler’s
eponymous chocolate factory is just
down the road from the experimental
vineyard, which he cultivates with his
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equally enthusiastic daughter, Justine.
He greets guests casually dressed in jeans
with a floppy hat and immediately says,
“this already makes a wonderful change
from when I am presenting my chocolates
and macaroons as then I am the Chief
Executive, formally attired, whereas the
person you see in front of you now is a
vigneron. This is a dream come true for
me, because when I was born my parents
were very poor, we had no money, no
TV, no car, no holidays so certainly no
wine. But when I was older, as soon as
I tasted my first glass I immediately took
up oenology courses with the ambition
to become a winemaker. Along the way,
I discovered chocolate which took over
my life for the next 30 years, but I always
took vacations in France and Italy with
the idea of buying a vineyard. But my
home has always been here in Wallonia,
my children are here and of course my
chocolate business which I still run. And
then I discovered the soil around my
house is perfect to plant vines. In fact,
I can say that the conditions here are just
like in Burgundy a century ago, so there
was no more need to look overseas for my
vineyard.” He is certainly taking this small
half hectare vineyard seriously, cultivating
not only organically but following the
complex, almost mystical procedures
of biodynamic winemaking. And what
he is most proud of is the creation of
a unique compost to fertilize the vines
known as Humus des Templiers, that was
apparently first invented by the Knights of
the Crusades in 1190. But it still comes as
a shock to discover he has initially planted
some 30 different varieties of grape! It is
quite simple according to Jean Galler,

Driving down the leafy suburban avenue
where Jacques Mouton’s imposing villa
is located, it seems unimaginable that at
the back there lies a vineyard, and he
confirms that when he moved in almost
30 years ago, he initially intended to
create a nicely-tended flower garden.
But Jacques is another of these eccentric
Walloon wine fanatics, and instead of
flowers, he planted half an acre of vines
to create a vineyard that is quite as
spectacular as the famed Côte Rotie in
France’s Rhone valley. The moment you
step outside, you are at the edge of a
precipitous terrace of vines that literally
tumble down almost vertically from a
position of 700 metres above the Meuse

river. Be warned, this is not a place for
people that have a fear of heights, and
for the annual grape harvesting, Jacques
has had to construct a Heath-Robinson
system of metal tracks with an hydraulic
trolley to pull the grapes up to where
they are sorted and pressed. Next, a thick
tube pumps the freshly-pressed juice up
another 35 metres to just below the house
where he vinifies in a tiny cellar. And the
cycle is complete when the final bottling
and labelling is all done by hand in his
garage. So no wonder that when a local
television station did a documentary on
the vineyard it was entitled ‘C’est La Folie’
- This is Madness! Jacques enthusiastically
claims that, “Wallonia’s great attraction
for winemakers is the diversity of its soils.
My neighbour, just 300 metres away,
has planted on mineral schist, while I
am fortunate to have limestone, which
naturally keeps down the acidity of the
wine, allowing me to produce the kind of
high quality white wines I have dreamed of.
I always had a passion for wine, spending
my holidays in the vineyards
of France - Burgundy, Champagne,
Bordeaux - but when I did an analysis
of the soil in my back garden, plus the
exceptional exposition of this steep
terrace, well I decided it was better to try
and make wine here rather than buying

a vineyard in France.” Monsieur Mouton
planted three traditional, well-known
grape varieties - Muller Thurgau, Auxerrois
and Pinot Gris - and blends all three to
produce an excellent single wine, crisp,
fruity and with low acidity. He only makes
1100 bottles each year and they feature
on the wine list of all the top gastronomic
restaurants in Belgium. “But I always keep
back enough bottles for tasting with the
visitors that stop by here on the Wine
Route,’ he says with a smile.
CLOS BOIS MARIE ET HAUTES VIGNES
Chaussée de Warennes 142, Huy,
tel: +32 85 250239
Visitors are warmly welcomed when they
arrive at Clos Bois Marie, another deathdefying vineyard high above the Meuse.
There is a shady terrace with panoramic
views along the verdant valley, a favourite
rendez-vous for local wine enthusiasts
and curious tourists. Alain Dirick recounts
how, “all the vignerons here on the Wine
Route are a big band of friends, always
ready to offer advice and help each other
out. Come here on a weekend and you
could find 15-20 of us sitting around,
tasting each other’s wines, grilling steaks
on the barbecue - what more can you
want. We are all united by three passions
- wine, our local patrimony, and the sense

Caption
2014 wine from the Clos de la Buissière
© WBT - John Brunton
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of community.” Alain begins by proudly
declaring himself an amateur winemaker,
but once he starts talking about his
incredible vineyard, it soon becomes clear
that he has just as much passion and
enthusiasm as any professional viticulteur.
He inherited one plot of vines planted with
the likes of Chardonnay and Pinot Gris, but
has recently begun cultivating a second
plot of land higher up, planting only the
controversial new generation of cloned
grapes known as Interspecific grape
varieties, with weird and wonderful names
like Phoenix, Solaris, Bronner and Divico.
Alain, though, has his reasons, insisting
that, “you have to understand that these
Interspecifics really are all the rage here in
Belgium. We all want to try something new
- something that is not French for once and as we are amateurs with little time to
devote to the vineyard, the fact that these
highly-resistant hybrids need much less
attention and fewer chemical treatments
is very important for us. Don’t forget,
I have a full time job working on the
Belgian Railways, and can only come up
here at the weekends and holidays!”

DOMAINE DES MARNIERES
Rue du Colonel Dardenne,
Aubin-Neufchateau,
tel: + 32 479 295015
Far from the vineyards that line the steep
banks of the Meuse River, Benoît Heggen’s
principal 2 hectare vineyard lies hidden in
the midst of Wallonia’s bucolic countryside,
the graphic lines of vines running down a
rolling hillside, surrounded by a pastoral
landscape of stone farmhouses, grazing
cows, copses and meadows. The soil
here is essentially flinty limestone, similar
say to Sancerre or Burgundy, and Benoît
has taken the radical decision to plant
Pinot Noir to produce a high quality red
wine. Tastings take place by the cellar he
has built beneath his home, surrounded
by another small vineyard and orchards.
It quickly becomes clear that Benoît
takes a very professional attitude to
his wine making. “My main occupation
is growing apples,” he explains, “with
orchards spreading over 45 hectares,
though sometimes I think I spend more
time over my 2 hectares of vines than the

apples. I have always been passionate
about making wine, following courses on
vinification and vine cultivation, and from
the beginning I wanted to produce wines
that are barrel-aged, which is why I planted
Chardonnay on my chalky soil and Pinot
Noir on the limestone. And in the cellar
you will see I use the best quality oak
casks from the Allier forests in France.”
Over 25 years, he has planted some 8,000
vines, but limits production dramatically
to just 6,000 bottles to ensure there is
the higher degree of alcohol necessary to
make quality vintages that can age well.
And the proof comes when you taste his
Pinot Noir, far removed from the light Pinot
Noir from Alsace and much closer to the
full-bodied elegant vintages produced
in Burgundy, the Holy Grail for most
wine makers. So it comes as no surprise
to discover that much of his annual
production is reserved well in advance
by Belgian wine enthusiasts.
More information on the Liège Wine Route
can be found on www.liegetourisme.be

Violet-flavoured Peket
© WBT - John Brunton

The Surprising World
of Belgian Spirits

John Brunton discovers that the city of Liège, world
famous for its Peket, has a few other surprises in store

The friendly Maison du Peket in the
historical heart of Liège is open seven
days a week from ten in the morning till
dawn, and it is the perfect spot for a first
sip of some of the varied spirits and liquors
produced around Wallonia. Peket is quite
simply the oldest and most popular spirit
in Belgium, the ancestor of Gin itself,
produced by distilling the fragrant juniper
berry. In the rest of Belgium and Holland it
is known as Genièvre or Genever, but here
in Wallonia everyone calls it Peket. The
great majority of distilleries today buy in
industrially-produced alcohol and then add
in the juniper and a secret recipe of herbs
to produce their very own Peket. The
pure version, still sold in traditional stone
bottles, is seriously strong, and historically
was the favourite tipple of Wallonia’s big
mining community - a quick shot the first
thing most miners downed when they
came up to the surface just to get the dust
and dirt of the mines out of their mouths.
At that time of the 19th century Industrial
Revolution, annual consumption of this

Vintage Demijohns at Septem Triones
© WBT - John Brunton
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lethal drink in Belgium hit an outrageous
peak of over 9 litres per person, while
over in England, the Gin version of Peket
was portrayed as “the ruin of the English
working classes”, it’s ravages on London’s
underclass vividly portrayed in the writings
of Charles Dickens and paintings like
Hogarth’s “Gin Lane”. Today, there are
still traditional pure Pekets like the one
made since 1826 just outside Liège at
Montegnée by the wonderfully-named
Distillerie de l’Espérance Commerciale.
But most young people prefer the ratafia
version, only 20° in alcohol and flavoured
with some 50 different varieties, from
lemon or kiwi to the popular violet, the
exotic speculoos, chocolate and even
‘gaufre’ waffle-flavour.
The secret of Peket and any distilled
spirit lies in the use of the copper alambic
that produces alcohol, basically the
same principles used centuries ago by
alchemists searching to produce gold.
The first record of these mystical stills
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dates back to the ancient Egyptians, and
the knowledge of distillation - initially
for medical purposes, especially against
the plague - spread up from Egypt
into Moorish settlements in Spain and
Sicily, through the early universities at
Montpellier and Bologna. Then it slowly
became known across the rest of Europe,
primarily through diverse monastic
orders, who had no idea that their skills
in distilling for medicinal purposes would
later end up giving the Scots and Irish their
Whiskey, the Germans their Schnapps, the
Polish their Vodka, and the inhabitants of
Wallonia their beloved Peket. And today,
just outside Liège in the steelworks town
of Seraing, Pierre-Yves Smits, a modernday alchemist who styles himself as the
mysterious Dr Clyde, is striving away to
distil spirits that have never been made in
Belgium before - Rum and Absinthe.
Visitors can call for an appointment to
taste these original liquors, but be set
for some surprises, as this is a genuine

Dr Clyde (or Pierre-Yves Smits)
© WBT - John Brunton

garage distillery on the ground floor of
Pierre-Yves’ anonymous red-brick terrace
house. Greeting visitors dressed like a
Victorian dandy, this twenty-something
history graduate, leads guests past
bicycles and packing cases to the back of
the garage where a year ago he installed
a Dr Frankenstein-like laboratory to distil.
“My first ambition was to create Belgium’s
first ever Rum,” he recalls, “something of a
challenge as we don’t actually grow sugar
cane here. But Belgium does produce
sugar beet, and I distilled the ‘cassonade’,
brown sugar, residue of this plant. I thought
it made a pretty good Rum, and there was
nothing illegal about doing this in Belgium.
Unfortunately, the European Commission
had different ideas and told me that any
product that had Rum on the label could
only be made from sugar cane. Well, I
quickly changed the label, and named it
Belgian Brown Sugar Spirit, then imported
sugar cane juice from South America and
distilled that into what I proudly call The
Very First and Unique Belgian Rum. The
next project was to move on to making an
artisan Absinthe, the first one in Wallonia.
Absinthe fascinates me. It is one of the
world’s most mysterious drinks, accused
of causing hallucinations, inspiring poets
and artists like Baudelaire and Modigliani,
before being banned for much of the 20th
century. But today it can be legally distilled

all over Europe. I import my secret recipe
of 14 different herbs from France, and use
the small Portuguese alambic you see
here in the garage. There is no room to
store oak casks for aging, so I use toasted
woodchips, then my girlfriend and I do the
bottling and labelling by hand. But this is
just the first step, and as soon as I move to
bigger premises then I have a host of other
spirits I want to distil.” And where does Dr
Clyde come into all of this? “He is my alterego,” explains Pierre-Yves. “I have always
enjoyed role-playing games, and created
the Dr Clyde character as a mix between
a Wild West medicine doctor, selling
potions and elixirs, and an eccentric
pharmacist from Victorian London.”
If Dr Clyde is still in the early stages of
setting up his distillery, over in the sleepy
hamlet of Goreux, a vastly ambitious
project is finally coming to fruition with the
official opening to the public of the Belgian
Owl Distillery. Don’t expect to taste Peket,
Rum or Absinthe here, though, as Etienne
Bouillion is the master distiller behind a
humble Belgian Whisky that has already
been voted European Single Cask Whisky
of the Year by the influential Jim Murray’s
Whisky Bible. So whisky enthusiasts may
soon be deserting the murky cellars of
a famous-name distillery, hidden away in
a wild Scottish glen or on some windswept

island off the coast of Ireland, to make a
pilgrimage instead to Belgian Owl, this
state of the art distillery hidden away in the
middle of Wallonia’s pastoral countryside.
Etienne is an ebullient character who loves
to drag visitors out into the surrounding
fields of barley before they even set foot in
the distillery, insisting that this is the secret
of his success. “The one prime ingredient
in Whisky is barley,” he exclaims looking
out over the fields. “I could of course
have created the first Belgian Whisky just
by distilling any old imported barley, but
for me that would have been like making
soup and I wanted to reach the heights of
Cordon Blue cooking. So I went back to
the ‘terroir’ that we have here in Wallonia,
and did tests on the different soil qualities
until I found my present partner, Pierre
Roberti, who was the local farmer right
here, cultivating the perfect type of soil
I reckoned was necessary to grow our
own barley. And then we found a well in
the village, the other crucial ingredient,
that goes down some 38 metres with the
perfect pure water necessary to make
a genuine, quality Belgian Whisky.”
Etienne comes from a family that for
4 generations has been involved in the
Belgian drinks business. He started
distilling in 1993, but only traditional
Peket, until in 2004 he went off to study
Etienne Bouillon
© WBT - John Brunton
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La Maison du Peket in Liège
© WBT - John Brunton

with a Scottish master distiller, Jim McEwen
from the Bruichladdich Distillery. Etienne
reminisces that after learning enough of
the secrets of Scottish whisky-making,
“I can still remember exactly the moment
when I distilled my first barrel of whisky
here in Wallonia - at exactly 11.00am on
29th October 2004.” Belgian Owl
immediately won awards but used
to sell out almost immediately as Etienne
was producing only small amounts in
a tiny garage distillery. Not today, though.
The new distillery will have the enormous
capacity of some 80,000 bottles a year.
It lies at the end of a narrow country
lane and its sheer size comes as quite
a shock. It is actually an enclosed hamlet
that includes numerous buildings that
date back to when this was built as a farm
in the 1600’s. Going back even further,
the site was originally a 13th century
monastery. Etienne works with a total
of 6 neighbouring farmers, guaranteeing
their livelihood by purchasing their annual
production of barley, and when he
describes the distilling process it all
sounds deceptively straightforward.
“The process of making single malt whisky
is surprisingly simple - the barley is
harvested, then malted and stored in giant
silos. It is then crushed into grist before
being fermented with hot water to liberate
the sugar in the barley. We give back the
crushed grain to our farmers to feed their
animals, while the liquid is double distilled
before ending up in wooden casks to age
for three years. And that is it. Apart from
the distillation, the process is very similar
to how brewers make craft beer, but for

me, beer resembles a motorbike, maybe
a Harley Davidson, compared to single
malt which is in the Ferrari class.”
Sipping Belgian Owl’s exquisite Single
Malt in the new distillery you cannot help
but look up to the first floor, dominated
by two immense copper stills. Apart from
barley and water there is a third crucial
ingredient to making a great Whisky, the
alambic that does the double distillation
of the fermented barley and water. They
are clearly Etienne’s pride and joy, and he
proudly recounts how he got them from
Scotland to here in Wallonia. “When
I knew we were going to be setting up the
new distillery in such a massive location,
I immediately headed off to Scotland and
asked around if any distiller wanted to sell
an old alambic. Well, people just looked at
me as if I was crazy, and it seemed that no
Scottish distiller would ever sell to an
outsider, a foreigner. But then, just when
I was getting ready to order the modern
alambics we needed to increase
production, I got a call from my old mentor,
Jim McEwen, saying the Caperdonich
distillery in the village of Rhothes, right
across the street from the legendary Glen
Grant, was closing its doors and was
willing to part with two stills made back
in 1898. It was nothing short of a miracle.
I am above all a purist, and in these new
premises I now have all the elements water, barley, alambic - to make the perfect
Single Malt. So I hope that Whisky
enthusiasts across the globe will soon
be drinking Belgian Owl.”
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MAISON DU PEKET
Rue de L’épée 4, Liège,
tel: +32 4 250 67 83
www.maisondupeket.be

A Roux des Carmes goat cheese
© WBT - Emmanuel Mathez

DR CLYDE DISTILLERY
Rue du Commerce 48, Seraing,
tel: + 32 494 12 22 39
www.drclyde.be

Big Cheese

THE BELGIAN OWL
Hameau de Goreux 7,
Fexhe-le-Haut-Clocher,
tel: +32 4 223 07 17
www.belgianwhisky.com

Rupert Parker visits some of the specialist fromageries of Southern Belgium
and samples some of Belgium’s best cheeses

DISTILLERIE DE L’ESPERANCE
COMMERCIALE
Rue Felix Bernard 86, Montegnée,
tel: +32 4 263 45 87
www.esperance-commerciale.be

Peket from the Distillerie de l’Espérance
© WBT - John Brunton

What’s special about Belgium is that
the majority of the fromageries are not
pasteurising their milk, using the raw
material which gives a complexity of taste
and flavour which is not found elsewhere.
The results are splendid, and most
welcome a visit.
FERME DE LA BAILLERIE
Rue du Try au Chêne, 1 - 1470 Genappe
Tel: +32 499 34 86 10
www.labaillerie.be
Types of cheese: raw goat’s milk cheese
(Cendré, Tomme, Croute Lavée, Feta,
Crottin)
Christophe Col’s products are only
available in his farm shop and at the 5
markets that take place on different days
of the week. He has 120 goats, all in the
peak of health, fed only on clover and
grass from his pesticide–free fields. For
Christophe, it’s the quality of the milk that is
the most important factor in cheese making
and he has no truck with imported feed

from elsewhere. I sample his fresh Crottin,
48 hours old, and then move on to his
Tomme which is aged 3 months, and see
no reason to disagree.
FERME ARTISANALE DU BOUSVAL
Rue Haute, 44 - 1470 Bousval (Genappe)
Tel : +32 67 77 23 13
www.fermedebousval.be
Types of cheese: raw cow’s milk but
nothing older than 1-2 months
Marie-Jeanne Vermeiren is a very
traditional cheese maker who started 20
years ago. She sells all she can in the shop
and also in the local Carrefour. Her oldest
cheese is Tomme de Saint Hubert named
after the chapel nearby.
JACKY CANGE
Rue des Meuniers, 46 - 7973 Stambruges
Tel: +32 69 579769
www.jacquycange.be
Types of cheese: wide selection in
his shop.
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Jacky Cange – Godfather of cheese
doesn’t make any but buys and matures
them. He started his business in 1985 and
90% of the cheeses in his well-stocked
shop in Stambruges are raw milk. He is
an affineur, someone who scours Belgium
and other countries to find artisan cheeses
which he can mature in his four cellars.
He doesn’t just buy from farmers; he also
dispenses advice and has been at the
forefront of Belgium cheese-making since
1985. It’s a family business, working with
his son and wife, and he sells in Japan,
Singapore and Dubai, as well as Harrods
in London.
FROMAGERIE DU TROUFLEUR
Rue de la Gagire, 20- 4950 Waimes
(Thirimont) Tel: +32 80 67 82 36
www.apaqw.be
Types of cheese: raw milk semi-hard soft
and blue cheeses

Francoise Ledur is very proud of her 55 red
and white Montbéliarde cows, a rare breed,
originally from France. She only started
making cheese 8 years ago, when the
price of milk plunged. Fortunately an 85
year old Fromageur was on hand to divulge
his secrets and now she produces around
600 kilos a month, all from raw milk. Her
masterpiece is Le Troufleur, a cheese with
lots of character washed in local Bellevaux
beer and aged for a couple of months.
FERME DU VIEUX MOULIN
Sur la commune, 14 - 4651 Battice
Tel :+ 32 476 96 98 51
www.fromagerie-du-vieux-moulin.be
Types of cheese: raw cow’s milk Herve
which is the only AOP, or protected origin
cheese, in Belgium.

A small square-shaped pungent cheese,
Herve is Wallonia’s strong cheese. Known
by aficionados since the 12th century,
Herve really took off during the reign of
Charles the Fifth. Herve cheese is often
served with the unique Sirop de Liège
(Liège Syrup). This caramelised spread,
made from concentrated apples and pears,
comes from the enormous orchards of
Hesbaye. Madeleine comes from a family
of cheese makers, buys milk from local
farmers and is only a handful of produces
making Herve from raw milk. (The AOP
specifies it can be made from both). She’s
passionate about its benefits, believing
pasteurisation kills the vitamins, minerals
and living organisms that the body needs
for its wellbeing. Her Herve Doux is
delicious. The fromagerie also has a small
museum with old implements and a video
showing the cheese process.

CHEVRERIE D’OZO
Ozo 25a- 6941 Izier
Tel: +32 86 40 02 66
www.chevreriedozo.be
Types of cheese: raw goat’s milk cheese
Bernard Feldman started in 1984 and
now has 300 brown goats of which 200
produce milk. He uses a wholesaler to sell
to small shops. His most popular cheese is
Petit Frais. The oldest is a 12 month Crottin
which is excellent. You can visit the farm,
see the goats and taste the cheeses.
AUX SAVEURS DES DOLMENS
Morville, 23- 6940 Durbuy
Tel: +32 472 47 16 97
http://terroirlux.be/aux-saveurs-desdolmens-d/
Types of cheese: raw cow’s milk cheeses,
also butter, yogurt and ice cream.

Bernadette Paquet started making cheese
7 years ago. When her sons finished
university and came back to work on the
farm she had time on her hands, so took
a cheese-making course and has never
looked back. She likes to experiment
and makes a blue cheese, very similar to
English Stilton. Her Legendaire which is
like a French Brie is particularly good.
FROMAGERIE DU GROS CHÊNE
Gros Chêne, 2- 5372 Méan (Havelange)
Tel: +32 86 32 27 63
www.groschene.be
Types of cheese: organic raw cow’s
milk cheeses
Daniel Cloots started making cheese in
1978 with a couple of goats when he was
a student and then bought more and set
up a business. He decided it was better
to buy from other farmers and formed a
cooperative in 1997. His milk comes from
a radius of 70km, 7 people work here
and he produces 30 different cheeses,
around a tonne every week. He’s one
of the biggest producers in the area and
sells to small creameries, restaurants and
shops but also has a large shop himself.
He believes there is a small niche market
for old cheese, particularly the aged goat
cheeses. He’s an integral part of the Route
du Fromage event in Maffe which stages
a cheese day every year in September.
www.routedufromage.be
FROMAGERIE DU SAMSON
Chaussée de Gramptinne 37- 5340 Gesves
Tel : +32 81 58 36 66
www.fromageriedusamson.be
Types of cheese: raw cow’s milk and goat’s
milk cheeses including brie
Vincent Verleyen studied in France and
bought the fromagerie 3 years ago.
Sourcing milk from 3 local farmers he
makes around 250kg of cheese a week
– selling most of it in his shop but also to
restaurants. He has 20 different cheeses
included goat, cow and sheep. Oldest is a
very tasty 6 month Brebis.
LA FERME DU CHÂTEAU DE FISENNE –
FROMAGERIE DES TOURELLES
Rue du Château, 3- 6997 Fisenne (Erezée)
Tel: +32 86 47 72 71
www.lafromageriedestourelles.be
Types of cheese: raw cow’s milk
Françoise Espagnard started 6 years
ago after her husband died and works
with 3 colleagues in a cooperative. She
uses 800 litres of milk at a time, making
cheese 3 times a week. She produces a
Crotte Fleurie de Laine which is a bit like
camembert. Also Echauguette which she
keeps for up to 9 months. One can stay
in her gites where she serves her cheese
at breakfast and dinner.

Different types of goat cheese © WBT - Emmanuel Mathez
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Charcuterie and cheese selection
© WBT - Denis Erroyaux

FROMAGERIE CHIMAY
Route Charlemagne, 8
6464 Baileux (Chimay)
Tel: +32 60 21 03 11
www.chimay.com
Types of cheese: pasteurised cow’s milk
cheeses
Chimay is a pasteurised cheese, originally
produced by Trappist monks at NotreDame de Scourmont Abbey. 6 different
varieties are now produced in a factory
in Bourlers but it’s still the property of the
monks. Not necessarily as tasty as raw milk
cheese but they do have a Vieux Chimay
which has a bit of bite. They also brew beer
and at the Auberge de Poteaupré nearby
you can get tasting platters of beer and
cheese.
FERME DU MOULIGNEAU
Rue Mouligneau,
272 - 6464 Forges (Chimay)
Tel : +32 60 21 13 89
www.produitsfermiers.be
Types of cheese: raw cow’s milk
Ernest and Christine Gotteaux-Gailliez
are the 4th generation of farmers here.
They have 100 cows and started making
cheese 6 years ago. The first was an
unpasteurised Chimay, but now their line
includes 5 fromages frais and 7 raw milk
hard cheeses. They sell them in their shop
and also deliver to restaurants.
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MARKETS TO LOOK OUT FOR
Saturday
Marché de Nivelles
La Grand Place, Nivelles
https://www.nivelles.be/agenda-2/
marches.html
One of the largest markets in the region,
with over a hundred stalls laid out around
the church of St Gertrude, with a handful
of cheese vendors. Christophe Col, from
the Ferme de la Baillerie, has a regular stall
here.
Sunday
Marché du Terroir
Place Nicolaï 4880 Aubel
http://www.aubel.be/index.
php?option=com_content&task=view&id=4
0&Itemid=73&lang=en
A general market selling fish, meat, fruit
and vegetables with 5 cheese stalls, 3
selling raw milk cheese. Ferme du vieux
Moulin has a regular stall here.

L

The restaurant at the
Sanglier des Ardennes
© WBT - Gabriele Croppi

Les Tanneurs Namur © WBT-JPRemy

Eat as you sleep in
the heart of Wallonia
Wallonia, comprising the five provinces
of Liège, Walloon Brabant, Hainaut,
Luxembourg, and Namur occupies
the southern half of Belgium and is a
wonderfully mixed area of ancient forest
and rich farm land. It has some of the most
beautiful cities, towns and villages of the
entire country and yet was in the 19th
century one of the most important industrial
sectors of northern Europe creating
immense wealth which made Belgium a
leading power at the time. Today modern
Wallonia has combined the best of old and
new, with excellent transport networks
which enable a visitor from the UK to reach
its most hidden corners only hours from the
Channel coast by train or car. The range
of accommodation on offer is as varied as
the landscape, from smart cutting edge
hotels to small luxurious family run bed and
breakfasts which offer surprising comfort
at very reasonable prices. Always close by
will be a chance to try the extraordinarily
rich Walloon gastronomy ranging from

top Michelin-starred venues to cosy small
restaurants and cafés. But in recent years
an increasing number of young chefs,
determined to showcase the hidden
Wallonia have opened country restaurants
with a small hotel attached, so that visitors
can not only experience top quality cuisine
in the tranquillity of the countryside, but
also stay and enjoy many of the outdoor
activities available in the area. Walking,
cycling and golf are on offer, with kayaking,
rock climbing and even hang gliding for
those who are drawn by more strenuous
and challenging sports.
In the province of Liège, close to the
German border the attractive small town of
St Vith (Sankt Vith) lies on the fringes of the
Ardennes, that vast area of rolling farmland,
deep valleys and meandering rivers which
thread their way through some of the
oldest forests of Europe. Here, set on the
site of an old coach staging inn post, the
Hotel Zur Post (Hotel Zur Post Hauptstraße
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Nick Haslam visits some of the
best restaurants with hotels attached
in Southern Belgium
39, B-4780 St.Vith, Tel.: +32 (0)80 228 027
info@hotelzurpost.be www.hotelzurpost.be)
is a top class restaurant with one
Michelin star, which is now run by the
third generation of the Pankert family.
Dedicated to top gourmet French cuisine,
the Pankerts have created a reputation for
excellence which draws in guests from all
over Europe and especially German visitors
who live close by just across the border.
The hotel itself has 8 elegant modern
bedrooms, and visitors can hire for that
special treat a Mercedes convertible from
the hotel to follow and explore special
scenic routes throughout the area.
South west of St Vith, the pretty valley of
the Ourthe which, locals will tell you, is
the prettiest river in Belgium, meanders
through villages and forest, passing
through the historic towns of Houffalize,
La Roche-en-Ardenne and Hotton. One
of the best ways to follow the river is
to hire a canoe on a hot sunny day and

drift downstream, passing dark shaded
woodland and thick pastures where
deer forage to emerge into the heart of
the small towns and villages along its
banks. At La Roche-en-Ardenne where fly
fishermen cast their lines over the clear
waters beneath the high battlements of
the fairy tale Chateau, Les Grès de La
Roche (Rue Rompré 28, 6980 La Rocheen-Ardenne, Tel. +32 (0)84 41 12 39, www.
gresdelaroche.be) has an ingenious
multimedia display showing the complex
process of making the most well-known
and prized gastronomic product of the
area, the Ardennes hams. Salted and then
smoked above fires of beech sawdust
and juniper berries the succulent hams
are justifiably famous throughout Belgium
and at the little tasting restaurant visitors
can try the produce and also buy a ham

to take away. Just outside of La Roche-enArdenne on the banks of the Ourthe the
L’Hostellerie de La Claire Fontaine (Rue
Vecpré, 64 (Route de Hotton - N833), La
Roche-en-Ardenne Tel +32 (0)84/41.24.70,
www.clairefontaine.be) has an excellent
restaurant which specialises in game
hunted in the forests close by. With 23
rooms which open out onto gardens by the
river, there are a wide range of activities
on offer at the hotel, from canoeing and
fishing to walking on the trails by the river.
Durbuy, a few miles upstream on the
Ourthe, claims to be the smallest town
on earth, and is a collection of narrow
cobbled streets clustered around a
romantic chateau which overlooks the river.
A popular tourist destination for Belgians
of southern Wallonia it has a surprising
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number of top fashion shops and fine
restaurants side by side overlooking the
river, which offer a wide range of cuisines.
In the centre of Durbuy, set in a former 18th
century inn the Le Sanglier des Ardennes,
(14 Rue Comte d’Ursel 14, B-6940 Durbuy,
Tel: +32 (0) 86 21 32 62, info@sanglierdes-ardennes.be, www.sanglier-desardennes.be) has a large wood-panelled
restaurant with a wide ranging menu of
Ardennes specialities, and the luxurious
hotel itself has 23 bedrooms, a wellness
centre and a range of activities on offer,
from guided walks to golf.
South of Durbuy and still in the
province of Luxembourg, Le Château de
Strainchamps (Rue des Vennes, 29 - 6637
Fauvillers - Tel : +32 (0)63 60 08 12, info@
chateaudestrainchamps.com

grilled meat cooked on a large wood fire
at the end of the hall with local country
sausages and foie gras high on the long
list of rich Ardennes specialities on the
menu. The hotel has 36 rooms, each
of which is unique, and the reception
will arrange for bicycle hire to explore
the beautiful winding banks of both the
Sambre and the Meuse.
The Espace Medissey (Chemin des
seize pieds 5, B-5170 Bois-de-Villers,
Tel : +32 (0)81 40 71 80, espace@medissey.
be, www.medissey.be) and its restaurant
the Eau Vive are about 10 kilometres
south of Namur, set in an old mill house
with walled gardens and a large glass
conservatory which gives diners wonderful
views over the river Burnot which runs
close by. High quality gastronomy is on
offer at the Eau Vive and guests at the
ultra-modern hotel area (where even the
colour tone of the guest’s rooms can be
changed at the flick of a switch to suit
individual tastes) may take part in cooking
courses run each month by the award
winning chef and owner Pierre Résimont.
There are many other leisure pastimes on
offer here, from cycling and golf to guided
tours of the many chateaux and gardens
in the area.
Auberge De La Fermea Rochehaut
© Aubergedelaferme-Quaranta

www.chateaudestrainchamps.com) is set
in its own three hectare grounds, with
ten bedrooms and a fine restaurant with
views over the park surrounding the hotel.
The dining areas in alcoves and small
rooms are perfect for romantic evenings
or family parties. The owner and chef
Frans Vandeputte takes much inspiration
from the choice of products available here
in the heart of the Ardennes. Traditional
smoked ham, pork and beef, vegetables
of the season and mushrooms all sourced
in the region, are combined to produce a
gourmet cuisine which is fresh and original.
The ten luxurious rooms of the ‘hôtel du
Château’ each have their own modern
design theme and gastronomic weekends
are very popular with guests here, who
can work up an appetite walking in the
grounds and paths laid out in the woods,
or swimming at the nearby spa and fitness
centre.
In la Gaume, Belgium’s southernmost
point which thanks to its warm climate
is known as La Petite Provence by local
people, Clément Petitjean has opened
the La Grappe d’Or (Rue de l’Ermitage,
18 - 6767 Torgny, Tel : +32 (0)63 57 70 56,
info@lagrappedor.com, www.lagrappedor.
com) in the tiny village of Torgny which
practically straddles the French border.
Clément, who has worked in top French

restaurants, is now regarded as a leading
talent in the world of Belgian gastronomy
and his elegant and entertaining cuisine
draws on many influences. He has
assembled a young team of chefs and
waiters and the restaurant with its small
stylish hotel is set in a recently and
tastefully renovated large farmhouse of the
area. The six course tasting menu of the La
Grappe d’Or’s Restaurant Gastronomique
uses produce which Clément has sourced
himself and he encourages local farmers
and small holders to supply the top class
vegetables and herbs he needs. The
choice of bread baked at the restaurant
has become such a favourite with
customers that a special pack of a nut and
raisin bread, a rose praline brioche and an
800g rustic loaf are available to take home
at the end of a meal. The hotel has a range
of suites and smaller rooms with a discrete
and comfortable modern décor. A popular
activity for visitors staying at the Grappe
d’Or is to visit the working Benedictine
monastery at the L’abbaye d’Orval close by
to sample the delicious cheeses and beers
brewed by the monks.
Also on a border, the Vertige des Saveurs
(Roche Percée1, 6630 Martelange
Tel : +32 (0) 63 60 04 28,
www.brasseriegrilln4.be) is a smart
modern small hotel with a fine restaurant
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set in the high wooded countryside in
Martelange not far from Belgium’s frontier
with Luxembourg. The gastronomy is
international and of excellent standard, the
new owners Frederic and Nathalie Bolis
putting their long experience of working
in a series of top hotels and restaurants
to good effect. With 10 rooms the hotel
is ideally suited for family activities,
with fishing, both lake and river, cycling,
canoeing and cross country skiing in winter,
when the new network of trails through the
woodlands and forest of Anlier offer plenty
of variety for both beginners and skilled
skiers alike.

South from Dinant, in the very heart of the
forests of the Ardennes, the Semois River
follows a spectacular series of meanders
through woods and forests crisscrossed

with trails linking small villages of stone
cottages which seem not to have changed
for centuries. Overlooking the river and
perched on a high rocky crag popular as
a launching point for parascenders and
hang gliders, the Auberge de la Ferme
(Rue de la Cense 12, 6830 Rochehaut,
Tel:+ 32 (0)61 46 10 00, www.aubergedela
ferme.com) in the heart of the village of
Rochehaut is a massive, rectangular house
built of local stone. With 20 rooms, most
of which have views over the Semois,
the hotel caters for visitors who come to
the area not only to enjoy the beauty of
the countryside but also to sample the
hearty Ardennes cuisine, for which the
hotel is famous. Gastronomic weekends
are on offer with menus based as far as
possible on the seasonal availability of
produce, ranging from wild mushrooms
picked in the forest to wild boar and deer
which have been hunted locally. There is
however even an Omega three rich menu
of sea food to ensure that as many tastes
as possible will be catered for! The hotel
also has a range of activities for its guests,
from guided nature walks in the forest to
canoeing and cycling along the river below
through some of the most spectacular
landscapes of southern Belgium.
To the east of the country, in the pretty
rolling landscapes of the province of
Hainaut Le Prieuré (Rue Lambot, 9 6500Beaumont - Tel : +32 (0)71 58 97 00
- www. prieurestgery.be) is a gastronomic

restaurant and small hotel run by Vincent
Gardinal set in the 18th century Priory of
Soire-Saint-Géry. The building had been
closed and neglected for years until it was
discovered by Vincent in his quest to find
the perfect place for his restaurant and
hotel. Carefully restored, with every effort
made to expose the traditional materials
of stone and brick used in the construction
of this graceful building, its vaulted curved
ceilings, halls and rooms opening out
into the carefully tended gardens form a
harmonious backdrop for Vincent’s talents
as a chef. One of Belgium’s leading young
gourmet cooks, who says that he lives for
cooking alone, Vincent utilises as many
of the senses as possible in his creations,
with taste, colour and form combined
in his ultramodern creations. His tasting
menu ranges from a spicy bouillabaisse
to a delicious roquette pesto on delicate
slices of veal and Japanese seaweed or
langoustine served with salmon caviar,
and he has a wine cellar which matches
the extravagance of his menus. The hotel
rooms, set in the upper story of the Priory
have wide views over the gardens, with
the same discrete attention to design
sense as the carefully crafted meals in
the restaurant below. Vincent organises
gastronomic weekends at the Priory, and
should his small hotel be unable to offer
accommodation there are excellent small
B&Bs available in the village or nearby.

Le Sanglier Des Ardennes Durbuy
© WBT - JP Remy

Dominated by a massive 19th century
citadel at the strategically vital confluence
of the Sambre and the Meuse River, the
lovely city of Namur is both capital of
the province and of Wallonia. A jumbled
jewel of 18th century narrow streets and
old palaces, the city has a population of
just over 100,000, with excellent hotels,
restaurants and a thriving university. Les
Tanneurs (Rue des Tanneries 13 B, 5000
Namur Tél : +32(0)81 24 00 24, www.
tanneurs.com, info@tanneurs.com) is one
of Namur’s top hotels, located in an
ensemble of fifteen 17th century houses
just metres from the Meuse. The restaurant
here in the old red brick reception hall of
one of the largest houses specialises in
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The Walloon’s fresco - Namur City Hall Painted by L’Atelier Cité de la Création
© WBT- Jeanmart

GEORGES NAGELMACKERS (1845 – 1905)
Nagelmackers was born in Liège into
a wealthy banking family, whose bank
had been founded in 1747. In 1867-8 he
travelled extensively in the USA and was
impressed by the luxury Pullman carriages,
sleeping-cars and restaurant-cars that
were used for many long-distance railway
services there. On his return to Europe, he
started to develop links with the national
rail operators, and in 1874 he founded the
Compagnie Internationale des WagonsLits (“CIWL”) (International Sleeping-Car
Company). Nagelmackers had a fleet of
luxury carriages built that were used to
form complete trains or attached to other
trains.
CIWL was a huge success and its longdistance express services included the
legendary Orient-Express (Paris-Istanbul),
Nord-Express (Paris-St Petersburg) and
Sud-Express (Paris-Lisbon).

Did you say Famous Belgians?
Yes we did, and here are a few Walloons who give the lie to the claim that there are no more than five famous Belgians

GEORGES SIMENON (1903 – 1989)
Simenon was born in Liège. He worked
as a newspaper reporter for La Gazette
de Liège, before moving to Paris in 1922
to seek his fortune as a writer. Within five
years he had established himself (under
various pseudonyms) as a writer of popular
fiction. In 1931, he published the first novels

using his own name. His creation Inspector
Maigret first appeared in a novel launched
on 20 February 1931 at a huge ball (the
‘Bal anthropometrique’) that was reported
in the French national press and secured
Simenon’s popular fame. Simenon lived
in France until 1945 and then moved to
the USA for a decade, before returning
to Europe and settling in Switzerland,
where he died. During his career, he
produced on average four or five novels
a year, alternating between the muchloved Maigret detective novels and other
works. He enjoyed critical and commercial
success, and was elected a member of the
Belgian Royal Academy, President of the
Mystery Writers of America Association in
1952 and President of the Jury at the
1960 Cannes Film Festival.
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Many of his novels were adapted for
cinema and became blockbusters.
He was also made a member of the
French Légion d’honneur.

CIWL also provided carriages for the TransSiberian Railway in Russia. CIWL also built
luxury hotels for its passengers, including
the Pera Palace in Istanbul, the Terminus
Hotels in Bordeaux and Marseilles, the
Hôtel de la Plage in Ostend and the Grand
Hotel in Beijing. The company’s glamorous
reputation was boosted by the publication
of Murder on the Orient Express by Agatha
Christie, a frequent traveller on the train
and guest at the Pera Palace Hotel. CIWL
took over Thomas Cook in 1927 and
became part of the Accor group in 1991.
Today the company’s name lives on in
CarlsonWagonLit Travel, a business travel
agency, and the restored luxury Orient
Express private train.

Simenon’s estimated 450 novels and
short stories have been translated into
55 languages and have sold approximately
1.4 billion copies.
The pipe-smoking Inspector Maigret
has also appeared in 55 feature films
and a staggering 279 television dramas!
These films and television programmes
are the reason Maigret is a familiar figure
to millions of people who have never
read one of the original 75 novels or
28 short stories.

JOHN JOSEPH MERLIN (1735 – 1803)
Merlin was born in Huy and trained as a
clockmaker. A rather eccentric character,
he was also an accomplished maker of
stringed-instruments and organs. His

imagination led him to adapt a pair of
ice skates for use on land by replacing
their blades with metal wheels around
1760, thus inventing the roller-skate. An
anecdote recounts how he was invited
to demonstrate his invention at a society
gathering in London: he skated into the
room while playing a violin and promptly
crashed into a large, valuable mirror, almost
killing himself in the process (this may
be the first recorded fall in the history of
roller-skating). Roller-skate breaks would
be added later.

CHARLES THE HAMMER (AD 688 – 741),
founder of the Carolingian dynasty Charles
was born in Theux (near Spa and Liège),
the illegitimate son of King Pepin II. His
nickname came from his impressive
height and strength, and feared skills on
battlefields. He was a brilliant soldier, and
gained control of the Frankish kingdoms of
Austrasia, Neustria and Burgundy (covering
most of modern France and the western
part of Germany). His most famous victory
was at the Battle of Tours in 732 when the
Franks defeated the Moors and ended
Moorish expansion into France from Spain.
The Carolingian dynasty of Frankish kings
is named after him, and his successors
would go on to become Holy Roman
Emperors.

ADOLPH SAX (1814 – 1894)
Sax was born in Dinant and, despite
being one of the greatest inventors of
the nineteenth century, has largely been
forgotten today. A genius whose fertile
mind generated idea after idea, he was
unfortunately the object of numerous
court cases where his contemporaries
unfairly accused him of plagiarising their
inventions. Any money he made was
spent on lawyer’s fees, and he was ruined
several times. Originally trained as a violinmaker, his lasting legacy is the family of
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instruments including the sax-horn, the
sax-tromba and the saxophone, nowadays
seen as the most modern of instruments
and widely used in contemporary and jazz
music. However, at first, the saxophone
generated little interest among musical
instrument manufacturers, composers and
musicians, and Sax had to train the makers
and players himself!

ROGER DE LA PASTURE also known in
Dutch as Van der Weyden (c1400 – 1464)
Roger was a pupil of Robert Campin in
Tournai from 1427 to 1432. He is considered
by many to be one of the greatest Northern
European fifteenth-century painters, on a
par with the better-known Jan van Eyck.
His work shares a stylistic kinship with
works ascribed to the so-called “Master
of Flemalle”, now acknowledged by
scholars to have been Campin. This
similarity is typical of the “workshop”
or “school” tradition that prevailed in the
15th century. Following the completion
of his apprenticeship, around 1436, Rogier
moved to Brussels and was appointed
Official City Artist. He became a wealthy
man with an established reputation due
to the paintings commissioned from him by
the Dukes of Burgundy, the Kings of Spain
and the Medici, Visconti and Este princely
families in Italy. None of his works are
signed or documented, but many works
have now been attributed to him, including
the famous Deposition of Christ in the
Prado in Madrid. His largest paintings,
four huge panels for Brussels Town Hall,
were destroyed in the bombardment of
1695. Rogier used rhythmic lines and rich
colours to evoke a deep emotions in his
paintings, and he influenced an entire
generation of European painters. In 1450
he visited Italy and probably painted his
Madonna with Four Saints in Florence
for the Medici family, as the picture bears
the coat-of-arms of Florence, and the four
saints represented are St Cosmas and St
Damian (the family’s patron saints) and St
John the Baptist and St Peter (after whom
Cosimo (the Elder) de’ Medici’s two sons
were named). In compositional terms,
it is very similar to the Florentine sacra
conversazione. Rogier then returned to
Brussels, where he died.
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RENE MAGRITTE (1898 – 1967)
Magritte was born at Lessines, the son of
a tailor and a dressmaker. The family
moved to Gilly, then to Châtelet, where
René began to study art.
His family’s financial problems forced them
to move house frequently and his mother
drowned herself in the River Sambre in
1912.
René and his two younger brothers were
then educated by a governess in Charleroi
before René won a place at the Royal
Academy in Brussels.
After graduation, he worked in the studio
of the Cubist-Futurist painter Flouquet, and
the first exhibition of his paintings was held
in Brussels in 1920.
Magritte then did his two years’ military
service, married and took a job as a
wallpaper designer. In 1924, he was
introduced to the Dadaist painters and
the works of Giorgio De Chirico. In 1927,
he founded the “Brussels Group” of
Surrealists, whose first exhibition was
held in 1928.
From 1927 to 1930, Magritte worked in
an artists’ colony at Perreux-sur-Marne in
France, before returning to Brussels, where
he set up an advertising agency. Further
exhibitions of his paintings were held
in Brussels (1933), New York (1936) and
London (1938).

GODFREY OF BOUILLON (C1058-1100)
Godfrey was born at Baisy-Thy, near
Nivelles (in the modern Province of
Walloon Brabant). He inherited his fatherin-law’s duchy and substantial lands, but
was inspired by a sermon preached by
Peter the Hermit at Huy (near Liège) to
sell them to the Prince-Bishop of Liège
and finance his participation in the First
Crusade, on which he was accompanied
by his brothers Eustace and Baldwin. The
crusader army left in 1096 and made its
way via Constantinople, Nicea and Antioch
to Jerusalem, where the Saracens were
defeated in 1099. Godfrey was elected
King of Jerusalem, but, ashamed of the
pillaging by the crusaders, he preferred
to use the more humble title of “Defender
of the Holy Sepulchre”. In 1100, his army
defeated the Saracens at the Battle of
Ascalon, but he then fell ill and died in
Jerusalem after a long illness on 18 July.
(It is rumoured that he was poisoned by
fruit sent from the Emir of Ceasarea).
His brother Baldwin was subsequently
crowned King of Jerusalem on 25
December 1100. An equestrian statue of
Godfrey by the sculptor Eugène Simonis
was unveiled in the Place Royale in
Brussels in 1848.

Having fled to Carcassonne following the
German invasion of Belgium in 1940, he
returned to Brussels a few months later.

PIERRE-JOSEPH REDOUTÉ (1759 – 1840)
Redouté was born in the Ardennes town
of Saint-Hubert and died in Paris. He was
a painter who became best-known for his
watercolours of flowers, especially roses,
which led to his being nicknamed “the
Raphael of flowers”. He moved to Paris
in 1782 to live with his brother AntoineFerdinand and met the artists Charles
Louis L’Héritier de Brutelle and René
Desfontaines, who suggested that he
become involved in the then-burgeoning
world of botanical illustration.

DJANGO REINHARDT (1910 – 1953)
Jean “Django” Reinhardt was a Sinto Gypsy
jazz guitarist. He was born in his family’s
caravan at Liberchies in Belgium, but spent
most of his adult life in France. At the age
of 10, he taught himself to play his uncle’s
banjo, and played the violin for a while

before finally setting on the guitar. At 13, he
was already playing his banjo in bars and
cafés, and the first record he made in 1928
is of him playing the banjo. In 1928, he was
on the point of leaving for an engagement
with the Jack Hylton orchestra in London
when he was badly burned when his
caravan caught fire, and never fully
recovered the use of two fingers on his left
hand. He adapted his guitar technique to
suit his handicap, and in 1931 he met the
violinist Stéphane Grappelli, with whom
he founded the Quintette du Hot Club de
France, whose success was interrupted by
the Second World War. At the end of the
war, the group re-formed and became one
of the leading European jazz ensembles,
absorbing the be-bop and other influences

from the US, and in turn influencing a
generation of American jazzmen. On
his return from a tour in the US in 1946,
Django bought a house in Samois-surSeine, near Fontainebleau in France, and
continued to make recordings. He died
suddenly from a brain haemorrhage shortly
after completing a recording session.
Reinhardt was one of the first prominent
jazz musicians to be born in Europe, and
one of the most revered jazz guitarists of
all time. His greatest hits include “Nuages”,
“My Sweet”, “Minor Swing”, “Tears”,
“Belleville” and “Djangology”.

Pierre-Joseph followed their advice and
went to Kew Gardens in London in 1787
to study the plants there.
Returning to Paris a year later, he was
presented at Court by L’Héritier and Queen
Marie-Antoinette became his first patron,
appointing him Painting and DrawingMaster to her Privy Chamber.
In 1792, he left Versailles to work at the
Academy of Sciences, moving in 1798
to become Official Painter and PaintingMaster to Napoleon’s first wife, Joséphine
de Beauharnais, and then, in 1809, to
Napoleon’s second wife, Empress MarieLouise. Following the fall of the Napoleonic
regime, Redouté joined the teaching
staff at the National Museum of Natural
History, where he counted many royal
and aristocratic ladies among his pupils
(including the future Queen Louise-Marie
of Belgium).
His long career demonstrates his
extraordinary capacity for “work as normal”
through the violent upheavals of the
French Revolution and the Napoleonic
Empire that followed it. Working closely
with the leading botanists of the period, he
produced over fifty volumes of illustrations.

In 1948, his series of 40 gouache paintings
created a scandal when exhibited in Paris,
and he settled down to life in Brussels as a
successful artist, fulfilling many large-scale
commissions for murals in public buildings.
His first retrospective exhibition was held in
1954. He dies of cancer at the age of 69.

Bouillon Landscape
© WBT - Jeanmart

Ceci n’est pas un Magritte
© WBT - Oliver Knight
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Autoportrait of Charles Gaspar
© Musée Gaspar

Charleroi’s Unesco-listed Art Deco belfry
© WBT - Christophe Vandercam

Art and Artists in Wallonia
William Cook takes a lot at some of Wallonia’s most famous artists
What brings so many visitors to Wallonia?
Some come for the countryside, some
come for the beer (of course), but for a
growing band of travellers the biggest
draw is art. Virtually every city boasts a
first class gallery, and even many of the
smaller towns are treasure troves of fine
art. A tour of Wallonia’s galleries is a great
way to discover this quirky corner of the
Benelux. And since Wallonia is so compact,
it’s easy to get from place to place. Where
to start? Well, this short guide should help
you. If you’ve only got a few days to spare,
a couple of these destinations should be
plenty. If you’ve got a week or more, why
not complete the set?
ARLON –
CHARLES & JEAN-MARIE GASPAR
In Roman times Arlon was an important city,
and the robust remnants of its Roman walls
still surround the town today. Nowadays
it’s a sleepy place, a dormitory town for
commuters who cross the border every
day to work in nearby Luxembourg. Yet it
still has an array of antique buildings and

two excellent museums: the Archaeological
Museum, which contains an extensive
collection of Roman relics, excavated here
in Arlon, and the Museum Gaspar, the
former home of the sculptor Jean-Marie
Gaspar, and his younger brother, Charles
Gaspar, a photographer.
Jean-Marie died in 1931, and when Charles
died in 1950 he left this handsome
townhouse, built in 1842, to the people
of Arlon. It contains a fine collection of
Jean-Marie’s sculptures, and some striking
landscape paintings, but the best exhibit is
the house itself. Walking round these airy
rooms, furnished in fin de siècle style, you
get a good idea of what it must have been
like to live here a hundred years ago, when
bourgeois life was so much grander. Today,
this house is a refuge from the modern
world. Children play in the park outside.
I think Charles and Jean-Marie Gaspar
would both be very pleased.
CHARLEROI – RENE MAGRITTE
Belgium’s greatest surrealist, René
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Magritte, spent his childhood in Charleroi.
It was here that he learnt to paint, taking
lessons from a local art teacher. He went
to school in Charleroi, moving to Brussels
when he was seventeen. The River
Sambre, which flows through Charleroi,
played a central role in his life. His mother
drowned herself in this river when Magritte
was fourteen. Her body was eventually
found after seventeen days, her face
concealed by her nightdress, which was
wrapped around her head, like a shroud.
Women with veiled faces became a
recurring theme in Magritte’s paintings,
ghostly mementoes of his mother’s suicide.
Charleroi’s Museum of Fine Arts has
several Magrittes, alongside works by
leading Belgian artists like Paul Delvaux
and Constantin Meunier. Meunier’s
industrial cityscapes encapsulate
Charleroi’s gritty ambience. The city’s main
attraction is its Museum of Photography,
in an old monastery on the edge of
town. There’s a permanent display of
photographs, from the earliest photos to
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Lady with puppet and fan by Félicien Rops
© Musée provincial Félicien Rops

contains a superb display of decorative
arts, but my favourite spot is the Museum
of Walloon Life. Housed in an old
Franciscan Friary in the centre of the
old town, it presents a vivid picture of
working class life in Liège throughout
the 19th and 20th Centuries, particularly
through paintings by local artists, depicting
the mines and factories which once
defined the city.
MONS – VINCENT VAN GOGH
Not many people associate Vincent Van
Gogh with Belgium. For modern art-lovers,
he’s inevitably linked with Amsterdam.
Yet although Van Gogh was born in the
Netherlands, he spent most of his short
life abroad, and he began his artistic
career in Mons.
Van Gogh came to Mons in 1878, to
work as a lay preacher in the surrounding
coalfields of the Borinage. He had no
plans to become an artist, but after six
months he lost his job. It wasn’t because
he was slacking – it was because he was
too pious. The local miners couldn’t relate
to him. They called him ‘the Christ of
the coalmines.’

his brother Theo, ‘It was in this extreme
poverty that I felt my energy return.’
NAMUR – FELICIEN ROPS
Félicien Rops was a sensational artist,
in both senses of the word, and his life was
as colourful and controversial as his
art. Born in Namur in 1833, the son of a
prosperous textile trader, at first he seemed
destined for a comfortable, conventional
career. He went to Brussels to study law
and married a judge’s daughter, but then
he gave up the law to become an artist.
His pictures were intensely erotic – some
people called them pornographic. The
French writer Josephin Peladan summed
up his oeuvre: ‘Man possessed by woman,
woman possessed by the devil.’
Rops’ life mirrored his art. He left his wife
and children and moved to Paris, to live
in a scandalous ménage a trois with two
sisters, both of whom bore him children
(neither sister seemed to mind). Polite
society was outraged, but by all accounts

Vincent had already failed as an art
dealer and a schoolteacher – he was too
ashamed to return to his family in Holland.
Instead, he stayed on in Mons and taught
himself the rudiments of drawing. By the
time he left the Borinage, eighteen months
later, he’d become an artist. During the
next ten years, the skills he learnt here
would change the course of modern art.
Van Gogh destroyed most of the pictures
he made here (he thought they were too
rudimentary) but a few of these apprentice
sketches have survived, and one of them
now has pride of place in the nearby village
of Cuesmes, in the house where he lived,
now preserved as a museum. There’s
a recreation of his living quarters, and
reproductions of a few of the pictures he
painted here. It’s a valuable insight into the
creative origins of this eccentric misfit, who
went on to create some of the greatest
paintings of all time.

the present day, plus a huge collection
of vintage cameras.
LIEGE – PAUL DELVAUX
Paul Delvaux was born in Liège in 1897,
a year before Magritte, and during his long
life he established a reputation as one of
the world’s leading surrealist artists (he
died in 1994, at the grand old age of 96).
There are some of his dreamlike paintings
in La Boverie, Liège’s elegant art museum,
which stands on a leafy island in the middle

of the River Meuse. Surrounded by lush
parkland, it’s not just a museum –
it’s a rendezvous.
La Boverie epitomises Liège’s
transformation from industrial conurbation
to cultural metropolis. The original building
is a belle époque pavilion, built in 1905.
It’s a palatial structure, but it used to feel
a bit forgotten. It’s been revived by a bold
new wing, with stunning views across the
Meuse, and a smart new footbridge, which
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links it to both banks. The train station is
now just a few minutes’ walk away, making
this revamped museum an easy day trip
from Brussels. Liège’s spectacular station,
designed by Spanish starchitect Santiago
Calatrava, is an artwork in its own right.
If you’d like to stay a little longer, there
are several other places to see art in
the historic centre of Liege. The Grand
Curtius Museum, located in a splendid
Renaissance mansion on the riverside,

If you’re travelling here on the Van Gogh
trail, don’t miss Beaux-Arts Mons, aka
BAM. This stylish art museum has been
here since 1913, and in 2013 it marked its
centenary with a complete refit. It stages
international exhibitions, including last
year’s brilliant Van Gogh in the Borinage.
An awful lot has changed here since Van
Gogh left, in 1880. The mines he painted
have all closed, and the slag heaps have
become green hillocks, places for hiking
and mountain biking. Yet if the Borinage
had been so pretty then, would he ever
have become an artist? As he wrote to

Rogier van der Weyden
Portrait of a Woman with a Winged Bonnet
© Foto: Gemäldegalerie der Staatlichen
Museen zu Berlin - Preußischer Kulturbesitz
Fotograf/in: Volker-H. Schneider
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it was a loving relationship, albeit deeply
unconventional. ‘I know very well that I
would be better off living normally, better
off keeping to the straight and narrow,’
reflected Rops. ‘I know that I do not have
enough respect for the law, that I am as
scatterbrained as a mayfly.’ And yet he
was a brilliant draughtsman and a natural
storyteller too.
Some critics deemed his work obscene,
but he had as many fans as foes, and
although many of his pictures still seem
shocking, he’s now acknowledged as an
important artist, who captured the spirit
of his time. The Felicien Rops Museum in
Namur presents a fascinating survey of his
work, in an imposing townhouse which,
ironically, once belonged to Rops’ fatherin-law. The Félicien Rops Museum is in the
middle of the old town, a cluster of narrow
streets between the cathedral and the
River Sambre. This area used to be a bit
shabby, but now it’s a lively student quarter,
full of funky bars and cafés. It’s an area

which sums up Namur’s transformation
from garrison town to college town. It
feels fitting that this museum, devoted to
Namur’s most (in)famous artist, is at the
heart of this revival.
TOURNAI – ROGER VAN DER WEYDEN
A few miles from the French border,
Tournai is often bypassed by visitors to
Belgium, yet this ancient city contains a
wealth of fine art. Its most renowned artist
is Rogier van der Weyden (born Roger de
la Pasture), who was born here around
1400. One of the so-called Flemish
Primitives, he introduced a new level
of naturalism into medieval art. The art
historian Erwin Panofsky defined his
unique appeal: ‘Rogier felt and expressed
emotions and sensations – mostly of
a bitter or bittersweet nature – that no
painter had ever recaptured.’ Remarkably,
after his death, in 1464, he was largely
forgotten, and only rediscovered in the

20th Century. Look out for the striking
statue of him here in Tournai.
Most travellers come to Tournai to see its
magnificent cathedral, built on the cusp of
the Romanesque and Gothic periods, and
incorporating both genres. However there
are also two must-see museums here - the
Tapestry Museum, which contains some
exquisite tapestries dating back to the
time of Van der Weyden, and the Musée
des Beaux Arts, built by Victor Horta, the
master architect of Art Nouveau and Art
Deco. Begun before the First World War,
and completed thereafter, it’s a mélange
of both these styles.
Yet it’s the contents of this museum which
make it an essential destination, and the
best possible ending for your trip. There
are two Van der Weydens in here, a Holy
Family and a Virgin & Child, but, for me, the
highlights are two wonderful Manets, the

only two in Belgium: Argenteuil and Chez
le Père Lathuile. They’re both amazing
pictures, but Chez le Père Lathuile is the
one I like most of all. I stood in front of
it for ages, wondering what made it so
mesmeric, and then, at last, I realised.
Your eye focuses on the two lovers at
the restaurant table, at the centre of the
painting, but it’s the eavesdropping waiter
who makes this picture feel so intimate
- staring out at us, and them, from the
corner of the frame. This picture is a great
example of what makes Wallonia’s art
trail so special. You come here in search
of famous landmarks, the cathedrals and
monuments, but it’s these unexpected
discoveries which stay with you, and
make you want to come again.

Van Gogh House at Cuesmes
Photograph by Jean-Pol Grandmont

The recently opened Boverie Museum in Liège
© VilledeLiege-MarcVerpoorten
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Practical Information
Visa & Passport
Information
Visitors must be in possession of a valid
passport to travel to Belgium. Passports
should be valid for the proposed duration
of the stay. Further information can be
obtained from the Consular section of the
Belgian Embassy, 17 Grosvenor Crescent,
London SW1X 7EE.
On 20 November 2015 the Visa
Information System (VIS) was introduced in
the United Kingdom. Every applicant aged
12 years and over must apply in person in
order to have fingerprints taken.
To check whether or not you need a visa,
and for information on how and where to
apply for a visa and eventual levies, you
can visit www.vfs-be-uk.com, or call
0871 376 2101 between the hours of
08:30 and 17:30 Monday-Friday.
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Some airlines from the UK (Ryanair) also
use Brussels South Charleroi Airport in
Wallonia which lies approximately 55kms
south of Brussels. You can buy a ticket to
any Belgian Station (which includes the
bus journey of 5 euros each way) from
the ticket machines outside the airport
terminal. For more information visit www.
charleroi-airport.com.
More information can also be obtained
from the individual airlines below. Please
check call charges with the operators
themselves.

Getting to the
South of Belgium

British Airways: 0844 493 0787
www.britishairways.com

Wallonia is easily accessible from various
points in the UK by air, train, road, and sea.

Ryanair: 0871 246 0000
www.ryanair.com

By Air

Dinant Panorama © WBT - J.P. Remy

Airport is entirely accessible to persons
with reduced mobility, both on departure
and arrival levels. Flight and departure
information is available by calling
+32 (0) 2 753 77 53 from 7am to 10pm
(please note that calls from abroad that are
made using a Belgian mobile number are
not recognised by the telephone system)
or on www.brusselsairport.be .

A number of airlines operate regular
services out of Gatwick and Heathrow,
as well as from the main regional airports.
Most scheduled airlines fly into Brussels
Airport, which is situated in Zaventem,
14kms from Brussels city centre, to which
it is connected by a train service that
runs up to 6 times an hour from the train
station located at the basement level (-1)
of the airport terminal. There are also
direct train services to the rest of Belgium.
The passenger terminal at Brussels

Brussels Airlines: 0333 222 0777
www.brusselsairlines.com
Bmi Regional: 0330 333 7998
www.bmiregional.com
EasyJet : 0330 365 5000
www.easyjet.com

By Train
An excellent and quick way to reach
Southern Belgium from London and the
Southeast of England is via Eurostar from
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Chateau De Jehay
© WBT - David Samyn

London St Pancras, Ebbsfleet International
or Ashford International in Kent. Tickets
to Any Belgian Station allow you to travel
on from Brussels to any station in Belgium
and back within 24 hours of arriving in or
departing the Belgian capital. For more
information, contact Eurostar directly on
0343 218 6186 or visit www.eurostar.com.
Other agencies through which train tickets
to southern Belgian destinations can
be booked are:
Voyages-sncf: 0844 848 5848
http://uk.voyages-sncf.com/
SNCB Europe: 0900 552 0900
www.b-europe.com
Information on rail services within Belgium
can be obtained from the Belgian National
Railways www.belgianrail.be .

By Road and Sea
Those wishing to drive over to Belgium
will need to travel either by ferry, or by
shuttle with Eurotunnel. Relevant contact
details can be found below.
Eurotunnel: 0844 335 3535
www.eurotunnel.com
DFDS Seaways: 0871 574 7235
www.dfdsseaways.co.uk
P&O Ferries: 0871 664 2121
www.poferries.com
Those who do drive their own cars
across to Belgium will need a valid
national driving licence as well as
insurance (a green card is a good idea)
and vehicle documents. National stickers
must also be displayed on cars that do
not have European number plates.

Drivers must also have a warning triangle,
first aid kit, a reflective jacket within
reach inside the car, and use headlamp
converters. A fire extinguisher is also
advisable.

Getting around in
the South of Belgium
There is a very reasonably priced and
efficient train network, or the possibility
to hire a vehicle. Car hire is generally
available to drivers aged 23 years or more
(who have held a licence for at least a year)
on presentation of a passport or identity
card and valid driving licence. Please note
however that some agencies will only hire
out cars to drivers aged 25 years or more
so it is always best to check with individual
agencies beforehand. Cars can be hired
from the locations listed below.
In Brussels – Avis: +32 (0)2 720 09 44
is located in the Customs Hall at Brussels
Airport, and at rue Américaine,145 in Ixelles
and at Brussels Midi station;
AvisBudget: + 32 (0) 2 720 09 44
at the Brussels Airport Arrival hall;
Europcar: +32 (0)2 721 05 92 at the airport
and +32(0)2 522 95 73 at Brussels Midi
station; and Hertz: +32 (0)2 720 60 44
at the airport.
At Brussels South Charleroi Airport –
Avis: +32(0)71 35 19 98,
Europcar: +32 (0)71 25 19 65,
Sixt: +32 (0)71 34 66 40,
Hertz: +32 (0)71 25 19 08 and
Budget: +32 (0)71 35 19 98.
Car hire companies also operate in other
main cities of Wallonia.
Please note that in Belgium, cars are
driven on the right-hand side of the road,
seat belts must be worn (both in the front
and rear seats of the car) and generally
there is a charge for parking. However,
the motorways, on which there is a speed
limit of 120km/h (74mph), are toll free in
the South of Belgium. Parking is easily
available in inner city car parks, many of
which are underground.

Time
Belgium is one hour ahead of UK Time.

Banks & Money
Banks are open from 9am till 12, noon
and from 2pm until 4pm Monday to Friday,
and some on Saturday morning, but
most large cities have foreign exchange
counters that have longer opening hours.
Exchange facilities are also available at
airports and major railway stations and
also at cash points. The Euro is legal
tender in Belgium.

Opening Hours
In most cities, shops are open from 10am
until 6pm or 7pm, Monday to Saturday.

A Destination Closer than You Thought...
Miles

Time

Brussels
38 Charlerol Airport
127 145 Calais
73 197
Ostend
92 83 219 170 Bastogne
38 16 132 106 Binche
92 68 192 175 Bouillon
58 37 173 136 Dinant
72 63 199 150 Durbuy
69 60 196 147 Han Sur Lesse
78 69 204 156 La Roche en Ar
59 58 188 134 Liege
66 57 193 144 Marche en Far
41 28 117 92 Mons
40 24 160 118 Namur
85 76 211 163 Saint Hubert
86 86 216 161 Spa
54 58 86 61 Tournai
96 89 228 174 Vielsalm
14 32 135 83 Waterloo
17 28 150 95 Wavre

In addition, souvenir shops and flea
markets (in towns where they exist) tend
to be open on Sundays until 2pm.

Brussels
00:45 Charlerol Airport
02:00 02:15 Calais
01:15 01:40
Ostend
01:50
00:45
01:50
01:05
01:30
01:10
01:35
01:00
01:15
00:50
00:45
01:35
01:25
01:00
01:50
00:25
00:25

01:45
00:25
01:40
00:50
01:25
01:05
01:30
01:05
01:10
00:35
00:40
01:25
01:30
01:05
01:41
00:35
00:45

03:30
02:00
03:50
02:50
03:10
02:55
03:15
02:50
02:55
01:45
02:30
03:15
03:15
01:20
03:40
02:10
02:15

02:50
01:35
02:50
02:10
02:30
02:10
02:40
02:00
02:15
01:25
01:45
02:35
02:25
01:00
02:50
01:30
01:25

Bastogne
Binche
Bouillon
Dinant
Durbuy
Han Sur Lesse
La Roche en Ar
Liege
Marche en Far
Mons
Namur
Saint Hubert
Spa
Tournai
Vielsalm
Waterloo
Wavre

Tournai Panorama
© JanDHondt

Health Issues
It is advisable for visitors to carry an
EHIC card with them in case of medical
emergencies. Medical services in Belgium
are ranked among the best in the
world. Chemists (“pharmacie” in French)
are normally open from 9am till 6pm,
Monday to Friday. During the night and at
weekends, one chemist always remains
open to deal with emergencies – the
names of the chemists that are open are
shown in the window of every pharmacy.
Reduced mobility travellers: For information
and advice, please contact the Belgian
Red Cross, well in advance of travel. Croix
Rouge de Belgique, Rue de Stalle 96 - 1180
Brussels, Tel +32 (0) 2 371 31 11
www.croix-rouge.be .

Emergencies
For an ambulance and the fire brigade,
dial 112; for the police, dial 101.

Public Holidays 2017
New Year’s Day 1 January
Easter Monday 17 April
May Day 1 May
Ascension Day 25 May
Whit Monday 5 June
National Day 21 July
Assumption Day 15 August
French Community Day 27 September (1)
All Saints’ Day 1 November
Armistice Day 11 November
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Mons Memorial Museum

Mons Memorial Museum

MONS: THE FIRST AND THE LAST
AN EMOTIONAL JOURNEY INTO WW1
Saint-Symphorien Military Cemetery

Mons Memorial Museum

On the outskirts of the Belgian city of Mons, one of the
most unusual and beautiful military cemeteries of WW1
welcomes visitors from all over the world, some of them
anonymous, some of them famous, but all always full of
respect and gratitude.

Opened in 2015, the Mons Memorial Museum invites
you to travel through the histories of WW1 and WW2. Its
permanent exhibition focuses not only on the military
aspect of the conflicts, but also deals with the impact
on civilian lives. Visitors of all ages are immersed in the
realities of wartime events through the accounts of the lives
of those men and women who witnessed the conflicts and
the selection of exhibits from the extremely rich collection
of objects belonging to the city of Mons.

Nearly facing each other, two stones recall the names of
the First and the Last British soldiers killed during WW1 on
the Western Front: Private John Parr, still a teenager when
he died, and Private George Ellison, killed on 11.11.1918.
They are surrounded by the graves of British and German
soldiers who have been resting there together in peace
since 1916.

German Community Day 15 November (2)
Christmas Day 25 December
(2)	Only in the German speaking cantons
of southern Belgium

More Information
In the UK, more information can be
obtained from:
The Belgian Tourist Office - Wallonia,
217 Marsh Wall, London E14 9FJ

In Belgium, more information can be
obtained from the tourist information desks
at Brussels Airport, Charleroi Brussels
South Airport and Brussels-Midi Station.

A tour of the Mons Battlefield
Discover the Mons Battlefield from the Casteau-Soignies road
where Corporal E. Thomas fired the first British shot on the
Continent since Waterloo at nearly the same place where
the Canadian troops of the 116th battalion ended WW1.
You can visit on your own with the help of the brochure
available at the Mons Tourist Office or by using the free
application The Great War Corps, Weapons and Peace. Or
why not follow one of our specialised guides with a 3-hour
tour, or a one-day programme for groups?

(1)	Except for the German-speaking communities

Tel: 020 7531 0390
E-mail: info@belgium-tourism.co.uk
www.belgium-tourism.co.uk

© visitMons - Grégory Mathelot

Saint-Symphorien Military Cemetery
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Saint-Symphorien Military Cemetery

Get more information on
visitmons.co.uk and like our Mons Memorial Tourism facebook page.
Booking: michel.vasko@ville.mons.be

Save the date for the 2018 commemorations scheduled
in November and be sure to join us.
A programme will be available on our website soon.

Belgium

Belgium

www.belgium-tourism.co.uk

www.belgium-tourism.co.uk
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